We present first results from our efforts toward transla, tion of spontaneously spoken speech. Improvements include increasing coverage, robustness, generality and speed of JANUS, the speech-to-speech translation system of (:arnegie Mellon and Karlsruhe IJniversity. Recognition and Machine Translation Engine have been upgraded to deal with requirements introduced by spontaneous human to human dialogs. To allow for development and evalua, tion of our system on adequate data, a large database with spontaneous scheduling dialogs is being gathered for English, German and Spanish.
OVERVIEW
JANUS [l, 21 has been among early systems to attempt the translation of spoken dialogs. It had initially been built based on a speech database of 12 read dialogs of the conference registration task, encompassing a vocabulary of around 500 words. It was designed as a speaker-independent system which translates spoken utterances from English and also from (;erman into one of German, English or Japanese. public demonstration in spring 1993. Independently, other speech translation systems [4, 51 have been presented, showing the growing interest in the field.
To begin extending our system to spontaneous humaii-tohuman dialogs, however, improvements and changes along several dimensions of our earlier system are necessary to increase speed, robustness and coverage of the system in the face of ill-formed and ungraniniatical spontaneous input. In the following, we will report on the state of these most recent efforts.
THE SCHEDULING TASK DATABASE
We have started collecting a large database of human to human dialogs centered around the scenario of appointment scheduling. In each recording session, two subjects are each given a calendar (one of 13 scenarios) and asked to schedule a meeting with the dialog partner. The recording setup allows only one person to speak at a time by way of a pushto-talk switch. Data is being collected in similar fashion in German, English and Spanish using the saine setup at Karlsruhe University and Carnegie Mellon.
1)ialogs
German English English (phone-quality) Spanish Table 1 . The Spontaneous Scheduhg Task Database On average, the resulting dialogs cover about 10-12 utterances, each up to 50 seconds long. The test set perplexities using smoothed bigranis on an initial set of dialogs were found to be around 45 for English and 88 for German; the vocabulary size (Fig. 2) for German is about 40% larger than for English, mostly due to the larger number of inflections and compound words.
After recording, the dialogs are transcribed following the same conventions a t all sites. The transcription format covers a set of spontaneous effects like mispronunciations, restarts, human and nonhuman noises as well as pauses.
A first training and evaluation set for English and (:;erman consists of about 90 dialogs for training and 20 dialogs set apart as development test set. 20-40 new dialogs are reserved as independent evaluation set. 
Acoustic Modeliiig
For acoustic modeling, several alternative algorithiiis are being explored including TDNN, MS-TDNN, MLP and LVQ [6, 71. In the main JANlJS system, an LVQ algorithiii with context-dependent phonemes is currently used for speaker independent recognition. For each phoneme, there is a context independent set of prototypical vectors. The output scores for each phonenie segment are computed from the euclidean distance using context dependent seg- I This was achieved by using the word dependent N-hest, algorithm [8] as a backward pass in the forward backward pruning algorithm.
Recent experiments with thr Wall Street .Journal Task show, that the rrcogiiizrr can handle vocaholarirs of rip tu 10000 words a t a perplexity of l l n .
Language Models
The most successful language iiiodel so far used f u r tlrr scheduling task is a niodel that intrrpolates a clrlstrr I)ased model with smoothed bigrams. The cluster h a s 4 modt.1 is using autoinatically build classes. The optimization criterion is to ininiinize the leaving-one-out perplexity 011 the training set [9] . The results shown in table 4 were obtained using 150 word classes. We have choseii i n noise classes that are motlcled hy spvcialized phoneme models. initially, we used one sucli ~iiodcl for each of the seven most frequent single noises, one for all remaining liiiiiiaii noises, one for all reiiiaiiiiiig non-hoinan 'The total ~i i i i i i l w~ of utteraiiw'l used for the ESST nuihr statistic i s al,c,ut twic-p tlrr n u n h e r u x c l fc,r the (;SST * t a t i d i,-.
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noises and a special model to deal with stutter aiid short false starts. (Xustering these models into 6 generalized noise models results in further improvement. The total relative error reduction due to the introduction of between word iioise models wa5 17% on the Eiiglish Spontaneous Scheduling task.
THE M A C H I N E T R A N S L A T I O N ( M T )
T l i e MT-component that we have previously used has now been replaced by a new module that can run several alternate processing strategies in parallel. In translating spoken language froiii one language to another, the analysis of spoken sentences whicli suffer from ill-formed input aiid recognition errors is most certainly the hardest part. Based on tlie list of N-best hypotheses delivered by the recognition engine, we can now attempt to select and analyze the most plausible sentence hypothesis in view of producing an accurate a i d meaningful translation. Two goals are central in this attempt: liiglifidrlityand urcw rote tr.arislutiori wherever possible, and robustrirss or grurtf i l l degradation in face of ill-formed or lrlisrecogllized i n~n l t . At present, three parallel iiiodoles attempt to address these goals: 1) an LK-parser 2) a semantic pattern based approach and 3) a connectionist approach. The most useful analysis from these modules is mapped onto a ~O I I L I I I O I~ Interlingua, a language independent, but domain-specific representation of meaning.
Robust GLR Parser
The first step of the translation process is parsing with the (;eneralized LK F'arser/Compiler. It can use syntactic or semantic based grainmars. For application to the spontaneoiisly spoken English scheduling task, we found semantic based graiiiiiiars most useful.
Tlir (;eneralized LK parsing algoritliirr is an extension of L K parsing with a "(;rapli-Strocture[l S t a c k [lO] , and it can handle arbitrary context-free graiiiiiiars while iriost of the L K efficiency is preserved.
We iise a recently developed robust versioii of the (;LK parser to parse the input sentence. The most important feature of the robust parser is a capability to skip words of the input in cases where the complete input sentence is not gramniatical. 1Jsing a beam search technique, the parser attempts to detect and parse the grairiinatical subset of tlie input sentence with the fewest skipped words. It thus returns a parse for any sentence, unless no part of the sendence can be considered grammatical. If the complete input sentence is itself grammatical, the parser behavior is identical to that of the standard (:LK parser.
On a first experiment on the English Spontaneous Scheduling Task, this parser achieved 40%) error free parses on unseeii text, using a semantic based grammar.
Tlie Interlingua
The current output of the parser is an interlingua represew tation, that could be refined by a discourse plan tracker. Figure 3 is an example of interlingua representation (ILT) produced from the sentence "twenty (pause) actiially July twenty sixth and twenty seventh looks good". I n tlie example, the sentence is represented as speech-act E N G I N E *SUGGEST-TIME. Other typical speech-acts for this task are *STATE-CONSTRAINT, *AFFIRM and *REQUEST-RESPONSE;
The interlingua ensures that alternate parsing modules can be applied in a modular fashion and that different output languages can be added without. redesign of the analysis stage. It also allows the separate evaluation of parser and generator, by matching against aiid generating froiii a set of reference interlingua representations (TUEBTY ACTUALLY JULY TYEBTY SIXTH AND TUEBTY SEVEBTH LOOKS GOOD $) ((SPEECH-ACT *SUGGEST-TIME) (SEBTEIICE-TYPE *STATE) (FRAME *FREE) ( W E B ((FRAME *TIME-LIST) (COBUECTIVE ABD) (ITEMS (*MULTIPLE* ((FRAME *SIMPLE-TIME) (DAY 2 6 ) (MOUTH 7)) (DAY 27)))))) ((FRAME *SIMPLE-TIME) (ADVERB ACTUALLY)) Figure 3 . Example for Interlingua Output The generation of target language from an Interlingua representation involves two steps. First, with the same Transformation Kit used in the analysis phase, Interlingua representation is mapped into syntactic f-structure of the target language. The f-structure is then fed into sentence generation software called "GENKIT" to produce a sentence in the target language. A grammar for UENKIT is written in the same forinalism as the Generalized LR Parser: phrase structure rules augmented with pseudo unification equations. As a first experiment for generation on the spontaneous scheduling task, we tried Japanese generation on 264 new hand coded ILT's. More than 75% of the generated sentences were found to be good or acceptable (see Table 6 . Quality of Japanese (heration 5. CONCLUSION In this paper we have described a number of system improvements and extensions that have recently been introduced in JANUS, to accoinodate extension of the speech translator to spontaneously spoken (not read) human-tohuman dialogs.
S e m a n t i c Pattern
A database of spontaneous negotiation dialogs is being collected in (:erman, English and Spanish, and first results of system components on this data have been reported.
